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7.1. General introduction
This contribution joins an information system (IS) construction work
aimed at promotion and innovation in nanosciences [SID 14a, SID 14b] and
particularly in material sciences in a large French laboratory. It involves an
interdisciplinary approach to natural language processing (NLP) and
knowledge organization (KO) and its management (KM) with an aim to
develop an approach of technological cooperation between two highly
technological areas: research laboratories and the industrial world.
The Jean Lamour Institute (IJL) in Nancy (France), one of the largest
mixed research units, is made up of several centers of expertise dedicated to
material analysis. One of these centers, the Technology and Knowledge
Transfer Office, aims to bring fundamental research and the socio-economic
world together through a technological cooperation program. Being able to
identify and structure the Institute’s expertise, the laboratory’s skills and
know-how in order to offer exhaustive skills in its regional, national or
international environment therefore lie at the heart of the work of this center
of expertise.
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The main aim of our research is to have a method that allows the semiautomatic extraction (man–machine) of scientific and technological
information to establish a cartography of the IJL’s expertise with the final
goal of developing the innovation approach between the IJL and
manufacturers.
The laboratory has a corpus, heterogeneous, taking an inventory of the
research activities of different teams and the activities of centers of
expertise. There are more than 250 researchers and educators – researchers
who are split into four departments on several sites (Nancy, Metz and
Epinal), with significant tacit knowledge possessed by researchers that is
difficult for scientific communities (regional or national) to identify and
exploit.
The working hypothesis that underlies our proposition is that the creation
of a tree view of classes bringing together and belonging to a study domain
ontology [BUI 05] would allow our project of offering expertise in material
science to be structured and to explicitly bring out the Institute’s best
domains of expertise.
The national evaluation policy that French research laboratories must
follow produces a series of documents (reports, analyses, questionnaires,
promotions, AERES/www.aeres-evaluation.fr for evaluation reports, etc.).
This volume of documents remains relatively significant and complex in its
processing, but it allows contributions to be made to the analysis of our
issue. The application of our approach in the trilogy (skills to be promoted,
corpus of activities, ontology for promotion and innovation in material
science) aims to give governmental (or state) instances or decision makers
(university presidents) a “cliché” of laboratory activities (in terms of skills,
know-how, technical knowledge, etc.). In time (occasionally) and for a given
period (4–5 years), the instances may respond to international requests for
proposals or recommendations in technological “challenges” for innovation.
Study of the corpus reproduced the “Cognitive Redaction Model”
[SID 02]. This revelation in language structures actually hides a stability of
writing in the evaluation texts that we use to implement a hierarchy of classes
(see Figure 7.1). A rigorous methodology in KM depending on the use of NLP
technologies allows specific information (or knowledge entity) extraction
processes to be set in motion with an aim to define the laboratory’s operational
fields.
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7.2. Research context: KM and innovation process
7.2.1. Jean Lamour Institute
Since January 1, 2009, the primary research laboratories in Lorraine in
the domain of material science and nanotechnologies have come together to
form the Jean Lamour Institute (IJL), named after the famous 18th Century
blacksmith, ornamental ironworker, and creator of the iron gates in the Place
Stanislas in Nancy.
The IJL is a Mixed Research Unit (or UMR in French) with a staff of
approximately 550 researchers from the University of Lorraine and the
CNRS, its two administrative overseers. It is one of the best European
centers in the domains of material science and engineering.
The IJL aims to practice fundamental research activities and ensure the
spread of their results. Like all MRUs, the IJL also performs technology
transfer activities, which allows it to allocate funds to its fundamental
research projects. In this way, the IJL perfectly matches the definition of a
research organization made in the RDI framework (article 2.2.d).
The IJL essentially develops four large research domains:
– Surface engineering, particularly for those of the most fundamental
concepts, on the one hand, and for what affects clean, safe elaboration,
preparation and surface coating procedures, on the other hand;
– The nanosciences relevant to electronics, information and
communication technologies, catalysis, or clean energy generation, and those
whose study calls on solid physics and chemistry as well as crystallography;
– Metallurgy, which gathers studies involving structure materials and
studies of procedure engineering, of mechanics, and of the physical
chemistry of complex inorganic materials, in terms of both surface and
volume;
– Thermonuclear fusion sciences (plasma turbulence, plasma-wall
interaction and reactor structure), plasma applications, for example, spatially.
A fifth domain is currently emerging: materials from biomasses or
elaborated and/or functionalized for living organisms.
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The IJL also concentrates on scientific challenges concerning structure
materials, their elaboration and treatment processes, their microstructures,
and their properties, all while integrating sustainable development. These
challenges fall under material physics and chemistry as well as the
elaboration and study of innovative materials and products.
Furthermore, the gathering of the institute’s forces offers a unique chance
to open the field of research to new subjects that appear in the future on the
horizon of 2020: materials under extreme conditions, biology–matter
interface (molecular grafting, nanodevices for bio-informatics, bio-inspired
materials, etc.), architecture of carbon compounds, intensive use of digital
calculations for predictive metallurgy, application of metallurgical processes
for sustainable development issues, etc.
7.2.2. Technology and Knowledge Transfer Office (or CC-VIT)
The CC-VIT is a component of the IJL promoting the transfer of
technology between the IJL’s research teams and actors in the socioeconomic world (PME, PMI, TPE, TPI, etc.). Its goals are twofold: on the
one hand, it acts to bring issues to research times; on the other hand, it acts
to manage innovative projects and allows industries know what is being
done within different teams at the Institute in terms of fundamental research.
The Institute’s administration wanted to structure the promotion of its
scientific activities through a KM process (KM-p), allowing the optimization
of innovation processes and technological cooperation between teams. The
roadmap approved by this administration is broken up into three distinct
stages: (1) the creation of a cartography of the Institute’s know-how, skills
and instrumental heritage; (2) the implementation of an IS that would allow
the previously mentioned and created cartography to be presented; (3) the
projection of the thereby motivated KM dynamics to the outside to develop
innovative projects, thanks to the active involvement of companies and
industries.
The stakes of this process allow the creation of value through
technological cooperation projects, incremental innovation projects, or
separation, by accumulating knowledge at the heart of transfer activities.
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A precondition is being able to formalize explicit knowledge in a pertinent
way in order to transform them into intelligent (informational and
documentary) resources that, in our project, take the shape of an IS with
particular functionalities for content indexing, knowledge representation,
mapping, etc. One dimension, which we will not deal with in this chapter,
falls under information confidentiality, its spread, and, more generally, the
economic security policy inherent to the protection of immaterial heritage
(data, information, knowledge) that this KM-p assumes.
However, seeing the KM-p as a simple inventory devoid of all dynamics
would make the practice of accumulating knowledge useless: inventorying
knowledge without putting it to use for a company’s profit, without creating
added value for the laboratory. Moreover, the promotion of tacit knowledge
can be foreseen in a much more dynamic form after becoming more oriented
towards contacts, interactions and exchanges between laboratory actors,
rather than towards the formalization of their knowledge. This will allow the
permanent evaluation of knowledge to update and enrich it by returning
experience and feedback and creating new knowledge.
7.3. Methodological approach
7.3.1. Observation and accumulation of knowledge for innovation
7.3.1.1. MASK
In the course of this better mastery of internal information, it was decided
that a process of accumulating knowledge through the MASK method
(Modeling, Analysis and Structuring of Knowledge) would be implemented.
This method is based on previous work [ERM 93] and was first applied at
CEA (Center for Atomic Energy, France). According to Ermine, “MASK is
a method based on modeling knowledge, which responds to the
characteristics of this kind of method and which allows for compensation of
the limits of methods based on transcription”. The MASK system is made up of
a set of knowledge in six fundamental perspectives, namely: (1) fundamental
knowledge, (2) activities, (3) historic context, (4) know-how, (5) concepts,
(6) history of solutions and their justification (see, for example, Figure 7.2).

Comment [ss2]: References [ERM 93], [POL
09], [NON 95], [LEG 89] and [SID 13] have been
cited in the text but not provided in the list.
Please provide their complete details.
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The main difficulty of implementing this strategy through the MASK
method lay in the fact that the field of information and KO and its
management was then non-existent within the IJL. MASK required strong
interaction with experts in the target structure to transform their tacit
knowledge into explicit knowledge, the goal being to create the Book of
Knowledge, a collection assembling all knowledge of the structure to be
promoted.
Tacit knowledge is a notion created by the Hungarian philosopher
M. Polanyi in the mid-1960s [POL 09]. Keeping in mind that not all
knowledge can be expressed solely through texts, his adage, “we can know
more than we can tell”, is very widespread, underlying the idea that tacit
knowledge is difficult to express in words or by other means of
communication due to its subjectivity and its personal character. The notion
was then taken back up in the domain of international innovation [GIL 10a,
GIL 10b] in a more practical logical sequence for organizations [NON 95]
going from tacit to implicit knowledge in the framework of intra-company
group exchanges.

Figure 7.2. MASK method structuring (source: http://aries.serge.free.fr)
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7.3.1.2. C-K theory
Understanding the information necessary to start an innovation process is
difficult for several reasons. The first is its nature, hence our orientation
towards the C-K theory of innovation based on the principle of expansion.
The C-K theory [AGO 13] formalizes the creative conception approach.
This methodology has been well established in the methodologies of
innovation for more than 10 years now. In fact, it was developed in
collaboration with large industrial groups and enjoys increasing renown.
The approach’s synthetic schema is made up of a K space (the heritage of
Knowledge) and a C space for Concepts, which can be understood as the
space of (innovative) ideas, which have not yet been verified. The C-K
process is a loop between these two spaces.
C-K theory models conception as the coevolution of these two spaces
[AGO 13]: the concept (C) space and the knowledge (K) space. With four
operators that interact within as well as outside of these two spaces,
innovative conception will evolve little by little into an expansive logical
sequence. The two C-K spaces can in fact gradually spread from the creative
process that should respond to an innovation issue.
C-K theory offers interpretive and generative power that allows the
restrictive hypotheses from existing theories to be avoided (see Figure 7.3).
According to the C-K theory, conception is the cognitive process by which
a concept will generate other concepts and become knowledge [GIL 10a,
GIL 10b]:
– K-C operator: this operator adds (or subtracts) properties from the K
space to the C space. The C space is partitioned by K. This operator is called
semantic disjunction. It is the operator that transforms a proposition with a
logical status into a proposition without logical status. The C space is
expanded upon by K; it is a matter of creating the unknown through the
known.
– C-K operator: this operator gives a logical status to a concept. In other
terms, when the creator is faced with a concept like “car missing a tire”, for
example, this will activate his knowledge to truly create a “car missing a
tire”. This production of knowledge aims to verify a concept; this can be
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proved, for instance, by laboratory experiments. The K space is expanded
upon by C.
– C-C operator: this operator designates the trace of the object to be
conceived, that is, the series of properties that make it up. It is also this
operator that allows concepts to be created from other concepts. It is
particularly what is done when, during the creativity process, new ideas
(absent in the domain) are stumbled upon.
– K-K operator: this operator corresponds to the production of knowledge
(be it new to the creator or not) from other knowledge. This expansion is
made possible by logical inferences like induction, deduction and abduction.

Figure 7.3. Schema of the C-K theory K [SOU 10]

7.3.2. Strategic observation and extraction of knowledge:
towards an ontological approach
7.3.2.1. Corpus analysis strategy
In his research work, [SID 02] elaborated a morphosyntactic analysis
platform for information retrieval (IR) and automatic indexing. It is made up
of an indexing core (i.e. indexing process) that uses the model of noun
phrases (NPs) (or SN, “nominal syntagma”, in French) as descriptors (i.e.
indexing concept) of textual information. To use Michel Le Guern’s
definition of a NP [LEG 89], placing the word from the lexicon in a

Comment [U3]: Please check if ‘C-K theory K’
is correct.
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discourse universe that places it, de facto, in an extensional logical sequence
gives the NP a referential status, segment of the reality that is associated
with it. In our context, the NP shows itself to be a carrier of a semantic load
that makes it a central element, pertinent for the analysis of informational
contents and the identification and then the extraction of knowledge entities.
Through this, we regard ourselves as developers of an approach in the field
of KO. Our corpus analyses are oriented towards these desired semantics.
Therefore, the grammar of NP recognition is articulated on three logical
levels, which are: (1) the intensional level (i.e. properties of the language) is
represented by the level N: the considered units are free predicates, simple
(i.e. the properties of the noun) or complex (i.e. the properties of the noun
modified by other elements: adjectives A’, prepositional expansions (PE),
verbs V-inf, etc.); (2) the intermediary level or N’ level (i.e. the
consideration of the discourse universe in question) is the transition from the
intensional to the extensional; (3) the extensional level or N’’ level (i.e. the
NP and its complexity) is the closing operation by means of a quantifier that
selects a precise element in the N class of nouns. These are the world’s
existing objects, those referred to, or those constructed by thought.
Corpus experiments to verify a NP grammar in its regularity and to
consider an interoperable exploitation, if possible, have led us to multiple
fields of study: INA, health, nanosciences and material science.
7.3.2.2. Identification of a cognitive grammar
The goal of this work is to provide a model adaptive to the analysis of the
language in open resources: from documentary corpuses (closed or semiclosed) to web corpuses, web-use corpuses and opinion corpuses (open).
Thus, this study focused on discourse through its textual materiality and was
oriented towards the organic units that make it up on the intensional as well
as the extensional level [SID 02, BAC 04] in the language and its description
[MAN 93, SID 02].
In the creation of this study, which remains complex, we will report the
different experiments allowing a cognitive grammar to be established:
7.3.2.2.1. INA corpus
In an initial corpus study through indexing, the principal stages of the
process consist in collecting bibliographic records incorporating content
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summaries from providers specialized in this domain. A scientific
collaboration [SID 02] with specialists from the INA (i.e. Institut national de
l’audiovisuel in Paris) revealed professional experience and acquisitions
dating back to the ORTF (i.e. Office de Radiodiffusion-Télévision Française)
in the 1950s.
The creation of summaries from documentary contents is, in certain
specialized organizations like the INA (the BnF, etc.), based on formal
criteria and methods acquired through experience [BRO 96, CAR 97,
GUI 93]. This allows a regularity and consistency of processing realized by
information analysts to be ensured. This documentary richness, once created
and made exploitable according to traits attached to the content (i.e. the
accumulation of information sources and associated knowledge) [CHA 10,
COU 09], can be adapted to various technologies for the exploitation and
diffusion of content [VAN 87, MAR 94, CAL 13].
In the INA’s corpuses, we sought to study the stability of the textual
details, mainly in the sections at hand in content analyses. It was a question
of establishing, through a statistical analysis, the morphosyntactic
components in the sentences (S) produced [SID 02]. In our study, the
creation of S is articulated through four fundamental structures, namely:
(1) a structure that precedes the sentence S (or introductory proposition IP);
(2) the NP subject of S (in the form of a complex NP or NP_max); (3) the
verbal phrase of S (or VP); (4) the optional relative clause (or REL), which
remains a completive proposition or clause for NP or VP. Each of these
structures is identified in its linguistic units bringing together its
morphosyntactic organization [SID 02]:

S → [ IP ] + NP + [RELNP ] + VP + [RENVP ]

[ X ]:

optional _ element

The model of S is determined by a cognitive grammar that defines the
following structures in French:
In these examples, we use [FR] for the rule application in French and,
when possible, its reuse [EN] in English.
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Examples

IP
1) IP = PP = Prep + NP, ⊂ S

[FR] Pour + les 20 ans d’AIRBUS INDUSTRIE, …

(PP: prepositional phrase)

[EN] For + the 20 years of AIRBUS INDUSTRIE, …

2) IP = PE = Prep + Noun, ⊂ S

[FR] En parallèle, …| par hypothèse, ...

(prepositional expansion)
3) IP = EP + PP, ⊂ S

[EN] In parallel, … | by hypothesis, ...
[FR] En direct + depuis l’observatoire de Meudon, …
[EN] Live + from the Meudon Observatory, …
[FR] En compagnie + de Marianne GRUNBERGMANAGO, …
[EN] In (the) company + of Marianne GRUNBERGMANAGO, …

4) IP = PasP + PP, ⊂ S

[FR] Embarqués + à bord de l’astrolabe depuis
l’extrême sud de l’Australie, …
[EN] Sent + from the extreme south of Australia, …

5) IP = PreP + PP, ⊂ S

[FR] Proposant + un voyage à travers les sites
industriels de France, …
[EN] Proposing + a trip around France’s industrial
sites, …

6) IP = Prep(en| “in”) + NPdat, ⊂ S

[FR] En juin 1986, …

7) IP = Prep(en| “in”) + PreP + PP, ⊂

[FR] En + passant + [par (la littérature)], …

[EN] In June 1986, …

S

[EN] In + going + [through (the literature)], …

8) IP = Conj, ⊂ S

[FR] Cependant, …

9) IP = Conj + Adv + PP, ⊂ S

[FR] Car + contrairement + aux Américains, …

10) IP = en | “by” + PreP, ⊂ S

[FR] En vaccinant,

[EN] However, …

[EN] Because + similarly + to Americans, …

[EN] By vaccinating, …

Table 7.1. Prefixed structures to the sentence: introductory proposition
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Examples

NP

[FR] Le lac … ⊃ SN
[EN] The lake … ⊃ NP

11) NP (details on NP in [21])

[FR] le lac dans le nouveau Québec (…) ⊃SN
[EN] The lake in New Quebec (…) ⊃ NP
[FR] Une équipe ⊃ de tournage …
[EN] A team ⊃ of recorders ...

12) EP ⊂ NP

[FR] Un avion Hercule ⊃ de transport stratégique
[EN] A Hercules aircraft ⊃ for strategic transport
13) PP ⊂ NP

[FR] La présence ⊃ d’un lac …
[EN] The presence ⊃ of a lake …

14) {NP, PP, EP} ⊂ NP

[FR] L’utilisation ⊃ d’images de synthèse …
[EN] The use ⊃ of synthesis images …

15) REL (explanatory relative clause) ⊂ NP [FR] La présence d’un lac ⊃ qui se serait formé
suite à la chute d’une météorite …
[EN] The presence of a lake ⊃ that would have
formed after a meteorite landing …
Exceptions:
16) NP∇ = NP with no determiner

[FR] Psychologues et physiciens (se penchent sur
leurs multiples facettes.)
[EN] Psychologists and physicians (look at their
multiple aspects.)

Table 7.2. Noun structures in a sentence: NP

REL

Examples

17) /REL = relP + NP/ ⊂ NP

[FR] … , qui + son père, …
[EN] … , that + his father, …

18) /REL = relP + VP/ ⊂ NP

[FR] … qui + se serait formé suite à la chute d’une météorite …
[EN] … that + would have formed after a meteorite landing …

19) /REL = relP + S/ ⊂ NP

[FR]
a) … qu’ + il a réalisé sur le même sujet en 1973.
b) … dont + le pouvoir suggestif déborde largement le cadre du
bâtiment lui-même.
[EN]
a) … that + he did on the same subject in 1973.
b) … whose + suggestive power goes far beyond the limits of the
vessel itself.

Table 7.3. Relative structures in a sentence: relative clause (REL)
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Examples

VP
20) V + (Prep + V-inf) + PP

[FR] …est + (de récupérer) + de la matière cosmique
[EN] …is + (to return) + from the cosmos

21) V + (Prep + V-inf) + NP

[FR] …sont montrées + (pour comprendre) + les
difficultés techniques et économiques
[EN] …are shown + (to understand) + the technical and
economic difficulties

22) V + (V-inf) + NP

[FR] …a pu + (rencontrer) + AIRBUS INDUSTRIE
[EN] …could + (meet) + AIRBUS INDUSTRIE

23) V + (V-inf) + (Prep + V-inf) + NP

[FR] …devait + (permettre) + (d’identifier) + le sexe
[EN] …should + (help) + (to identify) + the sex

24) V + (PreP) + NP

[FR] …a suivi + (durant) + trois semaines les activités
d’une équipe
[EN] ... followed + (during) + three weeks the activities
of a team

25) V + NP

[FR] …sont + le reflet de notre société
[EN] …are the reflection of our society

26) V + PP

[FR] … est + réservée aux avions Hercule
[EN] … is reserved +for Hercules aircrafts

27) V + {NP, PP, EP, VP}

[FR] … essaie + d’expliquer le mystère de l’étoile de
Bethléem
[EN] … tries + to explain the mystery of the star of
Bethlehem

28) V + (Adv) + NP

[FR] …explique + (comment) + les pays européens
exportent des armes
[EN] …explains + (how) + the European countries
export weapons

29) V + (Adv) + V

[FR]
a) …sont + intimement + liées
b) …est + ainsi + développé
[EN]
a) …are + closely + tied
b) …is + thus + developed

30) V + (Adv) + (Prep + V-inf) + NP

[FR] …s’attache + (plus) + (à expliquer) + la course du
côté soviétique
[EN] …aims + (further) + (to explain) + the race from
the Soviet side
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31) V + /EP/ + NP

[FR] …démontre /en particulier/ la politique de la
France à ce sujet
[EN] ... shows +/in particular/ + the policy of
France on this subject

32) V + /Conj/ + NP

[FR] …poursuit /donc/ cette balade à la fois
historique, sociologique et architecturale
[EN] … continues ..., +/thus/ + this tour at a time
historical, sociological and architectural

33) V

[FR] (Ce chien) mord
[EN] (This dog) bites

34) V + (Adj) + PP

[FR] …furent +(découvertes) + en 1988
[EN] …were +(discovered) + in 1988

35) V + {Adv, Adj}

[FR] (il) + décide rapidement…
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[EN] (he) + decides quickly…

Table 7.4. Verbal structures in a sentence: VP

We find that this model of syntagmatic grammar as a “cognitive” model
of the sentence S can help us both as a language analysis tool and an
automatic indexing tool, and its orientation inherently as a tool for (social)
re-indexing according to uses.
7.3.2.2.2. INIST’s corpus on “ChroniSanté”
After the INA’s corpus and the identification of a cognitive model for
writing analytical summaries, we completed our observation on a health
corpus in the framework of the “ChroniSanté” project (i.e. Chronicity Health
Society, http://chronisante.inist.fr/). For this, most of the actors of the
healthcare system and, first of all, for patients, dealing with chronic illnesses
come down to a medical administrative plan for long-term illnesses (LTI)1.
LTI, called “exonérante” in French, when their effects include severity
and/or chronicity, require prolonged treatment and particularly costly
therapy for which user fees are removed. However LTIs, simple or
“exonérantes”, are almost always chronic illnesses.

1 LTIs are illnesses involving prolonged treatment and particularly costly therapy (Definition
from the French National Authority for Health).
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It is in this context that “ChroniSanté” was thought up and created in
2008. “ChroniSanté” is an IS that helps with decision-making [LAM 10],
bringing together R&D aspects in the professional context of the INIST in
France (i.e. Institute of Scientific and Technical Information – Unit of the
CNRS for providing specialized information).
In this work, the same NP morphosyntactic grammar for INA was
rewritten for the NooJ platform in two stages: first, the work consisted in
reformatting the linguistic resources (dictionaries and grammars) in our
possession; second, we elaborated the NP’s final-stage transducer. The
existing dictionary labels were harmonized to correspond to the syntactic
graph of the NP. This is made up of a set of five graphs (see Figures 7.4 and
7.5), returning to the structure presented in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.4. Example of a syntactic graph
in NooJ for extracting a simple NP

Figure 7.5. Example of a syntactic graph
in NooJ for extracting embedded NPs

The graph proposes a system for numbering phrases, allowing the level of
syntactic embedment to be identified in the results. For instance, the
assertion “the existence of long-term illness management” will be coded as:
<the existence,NP1> <illness,NP2> <long-term illness,NP3> <management,NP4>.
The ChroniSanté system aimed to help a multidisciplinary work group
from the French National Authority for Health (HCSP: www.hcsp.fr/, “Haut
Conseil de la Santé Publique” in French) focusing on chronic illnesses to
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make a series of recommendations on healthcare reform in France2. This
project was jointly developed by the HCSP and the INIST.
7.3.2.2.3. Nano corpus of the “Club nanoMétrologie”
In another study context, we retested the cognitive NP grammar on an
opinion poll including open- and closed-ended questions in the framework of
creating a themed club for nanosciences and nanotechnologies
(nanoMétrologie). The Club nanoMétrologie is organized by large domain
actors in France, like the National Laboratory of Metrology and Testing
(LNE) and the Center in Competences in Nanosciences (C’NANO) that
brings together all domain laboratories. A hypothesis made on the nature of
the open text transmitted in open-ended questions is that it does not concern
style or writing constraints proposed or imposed (upon respondents to the
survey). For us, it is a matter of an open text to be prepared for the automatic
text analysis and knowledge extraction in text processing [7].
In order to verify the cognitive observations presented above, we applied
our process to the domains of nanoscience and nanotechnologies through an
opinion poll including open- and closed-ended questions. This survey took
place in the framework of a new collaborative structure, the Club
nanoMétrologie, put in place by the Center in Competences in Nanosciences
(C’NANO) and the National Laboratory of Metrology and Testing (LNE).
The main goals of this exercise were [7]: (1) to draw up a cartography of the
Club’s members; (2) to determine the reasons for their inscription; (3) to find
out their expectations from this kind of collaborative structure.
A hypothesis made on the nature of the text (or the opinion work): the
work is (1) open, (2) transferred through open-ended questions, and (3) no
style or writing constraints are proposed or imposed. The variety of its
content describes its representative nature as a document to validate our
choices on the strength of the cognitive grammar implemented. The open
text proposed by the respondent is proposed for automatic analysis in order
to extract NP structures as knowledge and its properties.

2 National Authority on Health, The treatment and social protection of people suffering
from chronic illnesses, report, November 2009, p. 72, (URL visited in April 2016)www.hcsp.fr/
docspdf/avisrapports/hcspr20091112_prisprotchronique.pdf
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In the synthesis and during the analyses on the different corpuses (INA,
INIST, and nanoMétrologie), we demonstrated the reusability of the
cognitive grammar model (see Figure 7.4) while varying the study contexts.
The corpus changes show the stability of this grammar’s properties and
inherently the initially implemented language model. As it happens, in the
opinion poll corpus of the Club nanoMétrologie, the identified structures and
their morphosyntactic organization are translated by the following cognitive
sub-grammar S’ [15], [17]:

In the experiment, this cognitive grammar has observed implementations
(see Figure 7.4) since its creation with INA corpuses [SID 02] and various
checks, essentially in health domain (identification of chronic illnesses in the
“ChroniSanté” project) and in the nanoscience domain with the “Club
nanoMétrologie” [SID 13].

Figure 7.6. Stability of syntagmatic and cognitive grammar on a corpus

7.3.3. Creation of a class hierarchy (of knowledge)
Since the 60–70s that saw the birth of NLP, one of the largest issues has
been grasping the meaning of a document automatically. Most systems
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intended for these tasks have shown themselves to be ill adapted due to the
overly generic vision of automatic understanding. Research has thus been
focused more on the issue of information extraction making semantic
categories like named entities or time markers the pivot of their work. If
spotting these elements in and of itself does not allow a text to be
understood, it does, however, allow the primary elements of meaning to be
extracted to create conceptual specifications that are very useful for ISs
[ZAC 07].
Ontologies are a means of modeling a domain vocabulary [GRU 93] by
identifying the terms and relationships that they contain. Applied to
Artificial Intelligence (AI), ontologies not only allow for the fine extraction
of date, but also for the proposition of systems based on developed
knowledge [BUI 05]. For our work, we will situate ourselves in the first step
before ontology creation, namely realizing a taxonomy and developing a
class hierarchy, without concerning ourselves with the description of the
attributes and relationships between these classes [BIE 05]. This aspect will
be completed in subsequent steps with the semantic relationships that
morphosyntactic structures (S, NP, SP, VP, etc.) can preserve upon being
extracted from the contents.
7.4. Conceptual modeling for innovation: technological transfer
This aspect is a return on experience with the constitution of a schema for
the IJL’s conceptual model for technological cooperation and innovation.
The main stake of this process is to have access to a conceptual reference
that models every activity of the institute’s research teams.
In the course of KM, having a conceptual reference is indispensible for
several reasons: (1) tt reports a T0 (i.e. time zero) instant of the state of the
IJL’s fundamental research to compare the evolution of the themes; (2) the
tool also serves to analyze the industrial needs for R&D to determine what
teams can be asked to respond to these needs; and, finally, (3) in the course
of innovation, this tool allows the possibility of becoming engaged in a
product innovation project to be determined, taking into account what exists
internally in terms of skills and instruments, thereby allowing a feasibility
prognosis to be presented. Through this, we regard ourselves as approach
experimenters in the field of KM.
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Our process breaks down in the following way:
1) Collection of tacit data and constitution of a cartography of the skills
and instrumental heritage of the institute, established through the realization
of an IS dedicated to actors outside the IJL (actors in economic development,
innovation networks, scientific communities, interest groups from social
networks, etc.). This IS is the result of the MASK method. The information
it contains comes notably from a semi-directive questionnaire and specific
interviews with the heads of different departments at the Institute. The IS
represents the digital version of the Book of Knowledge, the main
deliverable of the MASK method. Furthermore, it possesses indexing and reindexing functionalities through use, allowing detailed research to be
conducted (contents and user activities), which we will see later.
2) Extraction of explicit trade information through NLP. We have thus
preferred to work on a corpus of homogeneous information rather than
processing a heterogeneous corpus (bibliographic database from a
laboratory, patents, scientific articles, etc.). The whole laboratory must
undergo a national evaluation policy that analyzes the evolution of the
structure over a period of 4 years. The report resulting from this obligation
represents a sort of Book of Knowledge of the MASK method: this
document reports advances in scientific research in a precise manner. The
use of ALP tools for information extraction through this evaluation report
allows a specialty class hierarchy and the associated concepts or C space to
be obtained.
3) The use of NLP tools for information extraction through this
evaluation report allows a specialty class hierarchy of knowledge and the
associated concepts or C spaces to be obtained.
4) Reusing of the tree view obtained in (3) allows precise re-indexing
complementary to the information presented in our IS, on the one hand [SID
14c] and an enrichment of the K space, on the other hand.
7.4.1. Implementations
The tool that we preferred for extracting information from our corpus is
NooJ. It is an automatic NLP environment developed by Max Silberztein
[SIL 04] from the University of Franche-Comté (France). NooJ is a
multisystem that recognizes a large number of document formats [DON 13].
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In this implementation environment, it is possible to create fully
configurable local grammars (through finite-state automata to process
asfinite-state machines with regular grammars) for information extraction.
The NooJ resources are principally made up of dictionaries and syntax rules
(or final stage transducer graphs), allowing complex extractions to be
located, lemmas to be extracted and textual resources to be annotated
automatically. The application makes it possible to cascade analysis
processes, which allows detailed resource analysis.
Moreover, we have already used the tool in our previous works; as a
result, we have linguistic resources at our disposal for processing in the
nanoscience domain [SID 13c]. The strength of these linguistic resources
allows us to create new extensions that can be adapted to new study contexts
(see Figure 7.7).

Figure 7.7. Implementation of NooJ to extract NP from corpuses

7.4.2. Corpus specificities
The corpus used for this work is an evaluation report with around
800 pages, made up of six volumes describing the scientific activities of each
of the laboratory’s teams, with three volumes collecting financial data,
pertinent to human resources. To create the class hierarchy of knowledge, we
only used the first volume of this report, amounting to 300 pages and
describing the laboratory’s activities for the period from 2007 to 2010.
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This document was created through the contribution of each of the
laboratory’s teams with a common report, gathering team presentation,
contractual activity and presentation of scientific themes. The advantage of
this document is to present a structured text for all teams. The use of different
parts will be subordinate to the informational need: the “team presentation”
part can give way to a specific work on the named entities “proper nouns” and
“localization”, for example, while other parts can be used to extract other types
of information (know-how, skills, competences, innovation needs, etc.). For
our study, we chose only to use the “scientific themes” part, whose structure
greatly facilitates the information extraction process.
The organization of the text with its titles and subtitles allows a relatively
precise conceptual tree view to be obtained for each scientific theme provided
by the teams. The information extraction process can therefore be supported by
this editorial structure of the text to elaborate the hierarchy we need [SID 13a].
The homogeneity of the discourse is also an element in favor of the
information extraction task. At the rhetorical level, the persuasive and
argumentative character of the text can be felt strongly upon reading the
report. The quality of the writing at both the grammatical level – short,
simple sentences – and the lexical level – repetition of terminology particular
to writing on the hard sciences – is also rather homogeneous. At the
structural level, each theme follows the classical IMRD (i.e. Introduction,
Materials and methods, Results and Discussion) scientific process.
7.4.3. NLP engineering applied to the corpus
For our work, we chose to work with the XML format so as to be able to
process specific parts of the text. NooJ allows several document formats to
be processed, including XML. As such, we must declare the nodes the ALP
processes apply to. Furthermore, the software provides a file presenting the
source document dealt with and the extracted pattern. By “pattern”, we
understand the extracted form, be it simple (token, lexeme, etc.) or complex
(phrases, structures, etc.). The goal of preparing our source document is then
to have a sort of Tuple (Source, Pattern) that can be reprocessed by specific
scripts, notably to implement these results in a data visualization program
[SID 11a, SID 11b] or for re-indexing.
All the documents have thus been transformed into a series of XML
documents, thanks to a series of scripts written in Python. For each team
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report, an initial script recognized the title and subtitle numerations through
regular expressions and then divided the text into as many parts as necessary.
For a team report, a corpus was then obtained with the team name as its root
and a tree view of texts numbered from 1 to n (see Figure 7.8).

Figure 7.8. XML corpus used to extract information

A second script was used to transform these texts into XML files. A
declaration line of the XML file was added to teach file, followed by three
nodes: one node called <Entry>; another <Title>, corresponding to the title
line; and a final <Content>, corresponding to the title’s content.
Finally, a third Python script renamed each file with the name from the
<Title> node to facilitate the reading of the output file. This is a CSV file
that will first give the file’s theme – Title – and then the extracted Pattern.
Thus, for each team, we obtained a corpus with an average of seven texts.
These corpuses (24, in total) were processed separately by pooling the
lexical resources used.
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NooJ uses lexical resources like dictionaries and morphological grammars
for textual labeling. In this way, we created a simplified version of a dictionary
on nanoscience [SID 13b] for finding domain terminology (physics, chemistry
and material science). The structure of the dictionary that we propose is made
up of the lexeme, followed by its nature (N for noun, V for verb, etc.), which
returns to the abbreviations commonly used by existing dictionaries. We have
also added several tags aiming to define the conceptual belonging of the term
with respect to a tree view of a domain given by the structure of the corpus.
Each lexical entry is thus given, for example, as: <Lexical entry,
NP+Lev2=XXXX+Lev1=XXX+DOM=SPINTRONIC+TEAM=XXX+UNA
MB>, where NP labels the result as a “noun phrase”, Lev2 represents the level
of the “conceptual hierarchy”, Lev1 represents its “hierarchy level at n+1”,
DOM represents its “thematic domain” of belonging and TEAM is the “team”
that deals with this subject at the IJL Institute.

Figure 7.9. Example of the NooJ class dictionary
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Figure 7.10. NooJ syntacttical graphs for extracting NPs (NP or N’’))
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attribute to each of them a grammatical category and descriptive elements
with previously defined tags (see Figure 7.10).
The second type of information that we wanted to extract concerns the
chemical formulas dealt with in the report. This element is actually very
important in the framework of a technological or scientific observation
process [LAM 11], because the use and combination of particular chemical
elements constitute the excellence of the research. They are therefore
determining elements that seemed just as important for us to study as the
extracted NPs and patterns. Dictionaries and grammars referring to these
chemical structures can be reused at a later time for a weak signal (WS)
detection task [SID 11a, SID 11b] on new materials (see Figure 7.11).

Figure 7.11. Labeling chemical formulas present in a specialized text

7.4.4. “Polyfunctionalities” favoring strategic observation
As we mentioned in the general introduction of this chapter, the linguistic
resources and their associated processes (indexing and KO and
representation using NP structures) created to build the domain class
hierarchy of knowledge tend to serve several ISs to optimize strategic
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observation. Thus, by considering this class hierarchy to be a reference work
in the domain, this tool can be used in several ways:
– In KM, it offers a state of knowledge and the advances in the research
task from an instant, T, that can then be compared to T+1 in evaluation logic
systems. The differential that exists between this reference work and the new
scientific or technological branches that are added to this also allow the
evolution of the laboratory to be determined and indicators to be given to the
structure’s administrative organizations;
– In innovation process (IP), our method makes a dynamic tool available
that identifies the know-how and skills in the framework of innovative
projets. It can therefore respond to questions of R&D project feasibility by
defining the laboratory’s field of action in terms of both the knowledge it
possesses and the know-how and equipment when resolving complex
problems. Finally, it helps identify the missing skills and can thus increase
the aim for external, supplementary skills in the process of creating a chain
of partner value;
– Finally, in strategic observation (SO), the linguistic resources, cognitive
grammars and their associated processes implemented specifically for this
study allow the detection and treatment of weak signals (WS) of a theme in
material science. Dictionaries and grammars can actually be applied quite
easily to the analysis of reference works (bibliographies, open resources,
opinion polls, etc.) in order to determine the new fields of scientific research
in a given sub-theme.
7.5. Conclusion: principal results and recommendations
The results of extracting information from a corpus presented, on
average, 150 specialized NPs for each research team in the IJL. The process
is still being evaluated and perfected. This work intrinsically joins a
multidisciplinary domain calling on NLP to create content indexing
databases and encourage KO and its KM in professional networks.
As new extractions were made, the information was reinjected into the
IJL IS dedicated to the Technology and Knowledge Transfer Office. It is a
developed web module made up of specific skill cards for each team at the
Institute that presents its scientific specificities in a logical system of knowledge
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processing and mutualization. It is worth noting that each card includes two
fields for content indexing: (1) for key concepts (tied to key words) reserved for
the front-end of the application and appearing when the card is displayed and (2)
indexing concepts (tied to simple and complex NP concepts of knowledge) that
include patterns from the information extraction process from the bibliographic
resources of the Web of Science (WoS).
The information extracted by these processes is complementary to that from
bibliographic data extraction and that presented by teams during interviews in
the scope of the MASK method. They contribute to improving the pertinence of
search engines in our IS when queries are sent by a user expressing
informational needs to find scientific skills in his area, competences in a chain of
partner value, skills needed in an innovative process, etc.
NooJ’s linguistic resources created specifically for this project also allow the
IJL’s skills to be identified more easily during industrial demands. In fact, when
analyzing industrial needs systematically, the need must be formulated
scientifically. For instance, to demand the optimization of an industrial process,
it will be necessary to identify the existing process in all those forms to start an
innovation task. Thanks to this tool implemented in the IS, we can thus propose
the use of NooJ to analyze the problem expressed in terms of new information
needs. By basing ourselves on the dictionary structure and in an attempt to
develop a specialized knowledge database, the tool will then specify if the
subject is dealt with in the framework of the IJL, if the team that deals with the
subject has skills or innovations, and how it falls into the class hierarchy.
Finally, the class hierarchy of knowledge created from the results of our
processing allows a tree view to be displayed (see Figure 7.12) in the scope of
conception–innovation workshops using the C-K theory. This visualization
allows a Research–Innovation–Development task to be conducted with a
specific team from the IJL in order to determine the existence of such a resource
or, on the contrary, to figure out whether elements are missing and must be the
focus of an innovative work. The methodology developed in this way also
allows the internal structure’s skills and those of its network to be diagnosed
with the detection of the heterogeneous nature: the network’s skills and actors in
innovation domain. We conclude, and it is not the end of this research work;
these heterogeneous elements will be focused on in a future study applying the
detection and analysis of WS in the dynamics of innovation processes (IP).
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Figure 7.12. Example of a K tree view for
the innovative creation of the “spintronic”
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